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A peroxidase core equips catalase-peroxidase (KatG) with a unique mechanism to counteract inactivation

Heme states and protein-based radicals of catalysis
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KatG and catalase active sites are

non-superimposable, though both

capable of robust catalase activity.

KatG and cytochrome c peroxidase

active sites are superimposable, but

utilize different mechanisms.

Saturation characteristics of protein-based radicals

The proximal Trp is oxidized both with PAA and H2O2

Proposed mechanisms for KatG catalase

mechanism. Our results support the presence

of III* of mechanism A. However, a MYW-OO

species has been observed by crystallography.

Catalase turnover

Off-catalase protein oxidation

surface radicals

advanced oxidation 

products

irreversible 

inactivation

Oxidizable residues play a role in synergy of catalase and peroxidase activities of KatG.
Redox-active residues around the heme cofactor can participate in radical transfer, providing a relief for

over-oxidation. This would explain the conservation of the proximal Trp.

Two EPR signals are prominent

during KatG reaction with H2O2. The

KatG-unique Met-Tyr-Trp covalent adduct

has been identified as the source of a

narrow doublet EPR signal. The proximal

Trp has been identified as the source of an

exchange-coupled signal.
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Variation in FeIV=O intermediate optical spectra

Optical spectra of FeIV=O states vary

considerably across enzymes and

substrates.

Heme spectra throughout KatG

reaction with H2O2 indicate a

role-reversal in heme states of

typical peroxidases.

Radicals present throughout

H2O2 consumption can be

attributed to both catalysis and

inactivation.

Kinetic studies of KatG reactivity with H2O2
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The proximal Trp of wt KatG

prolongs catalytic turnover when

reacting with 100,000 eq. H2O2.

wt KatG demonstrates lower rate

of H2O2 consumption and FeIII

state restoration when reacting

with 667 eq. H2O2.

• Ambiguity of optical spectra 

• Effects of protein-based radicals 

on visible spectra is unknown

• Require determination of 

oxidation state of heme Fe by 

Mössbauer spectroscopy

• Parallel Mössbauer with EPR 

spectra for full optical spectra 

assignments

Peroxidatic electron donors stimulate initial rate and extent of O2

production as well as the return of resting enzyme more for wt KatG

than W321F KatG.

Two distinct features of 40 ms sample are distinguishable by changing

temperature and studying power saturation characteristics.

At H2O2 depletion time, present

radicals mimic the catalase-

inactive signal seen with PAA.

Reacting with H2O2 and PAA

results in different KatG-based

radicals at early time points.


